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ABSTRACT 
An analytical so lution is presen ted for the stress 
distribution in an infini te plate which is pierced by two 
inclusions of ri g id circular discs of diffe r ent diame ters . 
The inclusions a re assumed to produce uniform normal 
pres sure along the circula r bound a ri es . 
The first fundamental boundary value problem is 
formul ated in complex pl ane in te r ms of complex stress 
func t i ons and t hen the Schwa r z ' s alte rnating method is 
u sed for obtaining the solution . 
The complex stress functions a re dete r mined for t he 
case of a single circular hole , neglecting the effect of 
the othe r hole . These leave s ome residual stresses at 
t he edge of the second hole , which are corrected b y 
assuming suitable addit ional stresses the re . The new 
stress functions a re computed , wh ich , i n general , do no t 
satisfy t he bounda ry condition at the edge of the fir st 
hole . These are corrected again and the procedure i s 
r epeated with the two holes a lternately . Thus the 
successive approximat ions to the st res s functi on s a r e 
ob tained. 
Numerical results of the stress field are compu ted 
upto the second approximati on by the use of computer. 
The stress concentration f actors for the tangen tial 
s tres s es at t he boundarie s of the holes a re ob tained by 
iii 
varying distances , interna l pressures and hole diameter 
ratios . The variation o f stress dist ribut ion alon g the 
radial direction are plotted f or dif f eren t a n gular co -
ordinates . It is found t ha t the maximum st re ss concen-
tration occu r s at a point on the edge of the smaller 
hole n ea r est to the la r ger on e . 
iv 
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I NTRODUCTION 
The boundary-value problem in plane elasticity can, in 
general , be solved by the familiar me thods such as semi-
inverse method , polynomial expansion me t hod and separation 
of variable s method[l] * . But for certain classes of problems 
these approaches are very difficult or l engthy to apply. 
Another way of approach is the reduction of the boundary 
value probl ems in plane elasticity to solutions of certain 
funct ional equations in a complex domain. The systematic use 
of the compl ex variable theo ry in plan e elasticity wa s proposed 
by Kolossott [2] as early as 1909 and was accomplished by 
Muskheli shvili[3] in 1949 . Many problems which are di fficult 
to handl e by the convent ional methods can easily be tackled by 
complex variable approach. 
A simply connected region or a doubly connec ted region 
can be conformal ly mapped into a unit circle one-to-one and 
the fir st and the second boundary- value problems can be easily 
solved from a functi onal equation in complex plane . For 
exampl e , an infinite plate weakened by a single hole of any 
arb itrary shape and having uniaxial tensi le st re sses at 
* The number in squar e bra cket designates reference number 
in the Bibliography . 
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infinity, can be transformed into a unit circle by the 
Schwartz-Christoffel's theorem and then can be solved without 
any mathematical difficulty. However , this procedure becomes 
cumbersome in case of multi-connected regions because the 
one-to-one transformation is difficult to obtain. 
I-1. HISTORICAL REVIEW: 
(a) Single Hole: The theoretical analysis of the elastic 
stresses distribution around holes of various shapes in 
infinite and semi-infinite plates with uniaxial tension, has 
provided a fruitful field of investigation. 
For obvious practical reasons, the stresses around a 
circular hole have been the subject of detailed examination 
by Kirch[4], Sternbe r g and Sadowsky[S], Timoshenko[l], 
Durelli and Murry[6] , Howland[?], Jeffery[S], Mindlin[9], 
Wang[lO] and Sjostrorm[ll] . 
The stress analysis for elliptical holes, has been 
carried out by Kolosoff[2], Inglis[l2], Poschl[l3], Coker[l4], 
Donell[l5], Stevenson[l6], Savin[l7] and Muskhelishvili[3]. 
Holes of polygonal shapes such as triangular, square and 
rectangular have been analysed by Stevenson[l6] , Sen[lS], Cox 
[19] , Savin[l7], who extended the work of Muskhelishvili[3 ] . 
A general solution for square holes with rounded corners is 
due to Heller, Brock and Bart[20] which is an improvement on 
an earlier solution by Greenspan[21]. 
(b) Two Holes: The solution in terms of a biharmonic 
function for two equal circular holes in an infinite plate 
under biaxial and uniaxial stresses was first discussed by 
3 
Chih Bing Ling[22] in 1948 . He took advantage of the double 
symmetry and used bipolar coordinates , a method used earlier 
by Jeffery[8] and l atter corrected by Mindlin[9] for the case 
of single circular hole near the straight edge of a semi -
infini te plate . These cases have also been considered by 
Us tino v[23]. 
Bipolar coordinates were also used by Podstrigach[24] 
to study the stress concen tration in an infinite elastic 
plate weakened by two unequal circular holes . He has 
studi ed two cases : (i) with the boundary of each hole subjected 
to uniform pressures of different magnitude, (ii) with the 
plate uniformly stretched and the boundary of the holes being 
free . 
With the help of conformal mapping , stress distribution 
in a plate with two circular holes of different diameters was 
fir st analyz ed by Davies and Hoddinott[25] in 1963 , but this 
me thod is rather restricted . Their paper examines the 
accuracy of a simple theory which superimposes the solution 
for a small hole in the field of stress generated by a 
larger hole . 
Other research work in this field has been by Hodden[26] 
who obtained the solution in a closed form for unequal holes 
under uniax ial external force , with the same approach (1967) . 
In 1968, Salerno and Mahoney[27] published a paper 
discussing the solution to the problem of t wo unequal holes 
under biaxial st r esses of equal magnitude at infin ity. The 
complex variables and the Schwarz ' s alternating method are 
used . First solution f or a single circular hole was obtained 
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which gives residual stresses on the edge of second hole. This 
is corrected by assuming additional stresses . The procedure 
is repeated with the two holes alternate ly. The method of 
obtaining successive approximations has been clearly 
de scribed .* 
The integral equations involved in the above calculations 
have been throughl y studied by Sherman[28] who pro ved , 
a mong other things, that they can be solved by the method 
of successive approximations . So koln ikoff[29] in his book 
has considered the solution to the problem of eccen tric ring 
und e r uniform pressure and also concentric ring under 
concentrated forces, wi th the help of the same method . 
(c) Schwarz ' s Alternating Method : Since elastostatic 
problems in multiply connected domains present serious 
compu tational difficulties , i t is natural to attempt to 
reduce their so lution to a sequence of problems in 
simply-connected domains . This can be done by making some 
rather obvious modi f ications in Schwarz ' s treatment[30] 
of the Dirichlet problem for t he overlapping domains . 
The proof of convergence of the Schwarz algorithm in the 
* While obtaining the transformed stress functions with 
the hel p of equations (88~6 ) in [29] , Salerno has interpreted 
them in a wrong way . The value of r i n the third term is the 
boundary value , the radius of t he hole, which he took as a 
variable rad ial coordinate instead . Then because of the third 
term r 2 / z ( = z) the function is no longer analytic and hence 
cannot be differentiated and which he did by taking r 2 outside 
the diffe rentiation as a constant and thus the second mistake. 
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solution of the second elastostatic boundary-value problems for 
a doubly connected domain for the case when the contours bounding 
this domain are sufficiently far apart has been supplied by 
Mikhlin[31]. In essence Mikhlin ' s proof is based on Neumann ' s 
modification[32]. A detailed and careful presentation of 
Schwarz-Neumann method or solution of the Dirichlet problem 
for a class of elliptic partial differential equations in two 
dimensions and in solving certain systems of integral equations 
will be found in the book by Kantorovich and Krylov[33]. 
A general proof of Schwarz algorithm for the second 
boundary value problem of elasticity in three dimensions was 
sketched out by Soboleff[34]. This reduces the considerati on 
of convergence of sequences of approximate solutions, to a 
study of convergence of sequences that minimize the integral 
for the strain energy. 
I - 2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 
(a) Problem : Plane stress analysis of an infinite plate 
' S ' with two rigid circular inclusions of different radii 'a+~ ' 
\--- c .1 
Figure 1- Infinite Plate With Two Inclusions. 
and ' b+e:.a' being inserted in the two holes of radii ' a ' and ' b ' 
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respectively, where ' e ' is very small as compare to the radii 
and radius ' b ' is greater than radius 'a'. ' c ' is the center 
to center distance between the two holes. These two inclusions 
inser ted without any rotation produce different uniform radial 
pres sures ' p ' and ' q ' respectively at the hole boundaries ' a ' 
and ' b ', as shown in Fig . 1 . 
The purpose of this study is to determine the stress 
distribution around the two unequal holes . 
(b ) Assumptions : 
i) Material of the plate is stressed within elastic 
limit . Only the elastostatic problem is considered . 
ii) No deformation in the rigid inclusions . 
iii) Plate material is assumed to be linear- elastic , 
homogeneous and isotropic . 
iv) The displacements in the plate are infinitesimal so 
that the classical theory of elasticity is applicable . 
v) The two rigid inclusions are inserted without any 
rota tion and with no slip so that the shear stress at the hole 
bound aries is zero and they are assumed to produce uniform 
pres sure inside the hole boundary . 
(c) Method of Solution: The problem is defined on the 
comple x z - plane and the Schwarz ' s Alternating method is used 
upto t he third approximation. 
Fi r st the problem of infinite plate with the smaller 
circular ho le of radius ' a ' having the internal pressure ' p ' is 
solved. The complex stress functions are determined . They are 
transformed to the center of other hole and the stresses along 
the boundary of rad ius ' b ' are calculated . Let them be f . Then 
the corrected boundary value at r adius b will be given by 
i82 
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f 1 = -qt-f , where t = b e This value is substituted in 
the equations (88 . 6) given in [29] to give the new stress 
functions which when added to the previ ou s t r an sformed ones 
give the second approximation . Same procedure is followed 
starting from the bigger hole of radius b and fi nding the 
second approximation with respect to the smaller hole ' a '. 
On the similar basis successive approximations can be 
obtained . 
(d) Scope and Limitations: Apart from the obvious practical 
l imits the following limitations were observed in solution of 
the problem : 
When the method of conformal mapping is used in solving 
this problem , the given multiply connected region, with the 
help of suitab le bilinear tran sfo r mation , can be mapped into 
a concentric ring . The poin t of infinity maps into a single 
point inside the ring , thus the singularity where the stress 
should be zero. The extreme circles represent t he two circular 
hole boundaries in the infinite plate . The unifo r m pressure 
boundary - condition need not be a harmonic function and hence 
is difficult to transfo r m. 
With the Schwarz ' s Alternating method , while solving for 
the third approximation the algebra involved becomes unmanageable 
and requires lot of paper work . Hence the numerical results 
are obtained upto the second approximation . 
It is generally recognized that penetration constitutes 
a source of weakness in the subma r ine pressure hull , aero-
nautical structures , nuclear reactors and boi lers. In the 
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vicinity of the openings , there is a perturbation zone where 
s tresses may greatly exceed the nominal values . The effect of 
such loca lized stress concentrations on overall collapse 
strength may be negligible for small holes ; however , the 
i mportance of hole penetrations lies in the fact that fatigue 
and fracture start at loca lized stress r a ise r s which may well 
precipitate failure before the static collapse strength is 
r eached . 
I-3 NOMENCLATURE: 
a 
b 
c 
d 
p 
q 
s 
D 
0 
x , y 
r,e 
z 
r ei e 
Radius of the smaller hole . 
Radius of the bigger hole . 
Center to center distance between the two holes. 
Shortest distance between the two holes 
[= c - (a+b)}. 
Difference between the radius of inclusion and 
corresponding hole . 
Uni f orm pressure inside the hole of radius a . 
Uniform pressure inside the hole of radius b . 
Infinite plate . 
Inclusion. 
Origin of the polar co-ordinates and center of 
corresponding hole . 
Rectangular Cartesian Co-ordinates . 
Polar Co-ordinates . 
Complex number . 
Polar form of complex number . 
Laplace operator. 
F 
6A, &e 
~.9 
f 
t 
I6 
E 
v 
G 
¢,'c ~,> 
Sub s.cript 1 
Subscript 2 
Rectangular component of exte rnal force . 
Radial and tangential normal stresses respect -
ively in polar co - ordinates . 
Shearing stres s in polar co-ordinates. 
Boundary value of stresses . 
Boundary value of complex number . 
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Complex contour integral . 6 indicates the order 
in which it occures . 
Young ' s modulus . 
Poisson ' s ratio . 
Torsional rigity , { = E } . 
2(l+v) 
Complex stress functions . 
First derivative w. r . t . z1 of the stress function w. r . t . o1 . 
Complex stress function transformed to ori g in o2 from origin o1 . 
Complex stress function w. r. t . 01 calculated from the equations ( 6) and ( 7) • 
w. r . t . origin 01 ' center of hole of radius a . 
w. r . t . orig in 0 2 ' center of hole of radius b . 
Nomenclature used in the FORTRAN PROGRA M: 
TANST 
HADST 
SH EST 
Suff ix 1 
All the quantities are in non dimensional form , 
unless specified . 
Tangential stress . 
Radial stress . 
Shearing stres s . 
s tress in l b/in2 • 
1 0 
Suffix 2 Stre s s di vided by G. Nondimensional . 
Solu t ion w. r . t . 01: 
R = r 1/a . 
B = b/a. 
c = c/a . 
E = e/a . 
AP, BP , CP , DP, EP and FP are as defined ~ on page 50. 
Solution w.r . t . 02 : 
R = r 2/b . 
A = a/b. 
c = c/b. 
E = e/b . 
SP, TP , UP , VP , WP and XP are as defined 
~ 
on page 51. 
II 
SOLUTION APPROACH VIA COMPLEX VARIABLES 
."\ 
II - 1 . GENERAL THEORY: The Airy stress function ¢ , which is 
defined in plane elasticity satisfies the biharmonic equation 
-v4¢ = "'\7'z"Vz.¢ = 0 , 
'::!I.a. .:i..Z. 
where v.:t. = _u_ + C7 
~~ ~x~ a)£z · 
If we put "VSzS = P(x , y), then the function P(x,y) is a harmonic 
func tion since it satisfies the Laplace equation . Hence , 
there exists a conjugate harmonic function Q such that 
f (z ) = P + i Q is an analytic function in complex z - plane . It 
..(\ 
can also be easily s hown that P1 = i/)- xp - yq is a harmonic 
function , where 
;;x 
- _!_p 
-4 and 
e>1 - !. /] oX - 4 t( . 
Now if one introduces the functions tjJ(ii!) and ,X(;i!f), which are 
known as the complex stress functions , as 
¢ ( z) = ,/ / (" p + ". '1.) ~~ 
,X(.i5) 
where Q, . is a con jugate harmonic function of P, , then r/J(L) and 
Xt~) are anal ytic functions. 
Stress field in polar co - ordinates , in terms of these 
stres s functions, a r e given by 
and 
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where ~=/re~·&_ Equating real and imaginary parts of equation 
(2), two separate equations can be obtained and thus knowing 
the stress functions the three unknown stresses can be 
determined from equations (1) and (2). 
Let S be a closed smooth contour . -"' and -11- be the 
component of stresses acting on the small element "1 of t he 
contour , parallel to the x and y axe s respectively . The 
stress boundary condi tion on S can be expressed in terms of 
the above stress functions as 
/= ~· /r ~ + ~·4) c& 
= ¢ci!) +.z (¢'c.:eJj + ( X'rz;j ( 3 ) 
II-2 SCHWARZ ' S ALTERNATING METHOD: Consider a region(Fig.- 2 ) 
f ormed by the overlapping domains R1 and R2 , each of which is 
bounded by a simple closed contour. Let the portion of t he 
' contour c1 bounding R1 that lies within the region R2 be c1 
" ' " and the part that is outside R2 be c1 . Then c1 = c1 + c1 . 
Figure 2 - Overlapping Domains. 
Si milarly, denoting the part of t he boundary c2 of R2 that is 
I n 
interior t o R1 by c2 and the remaining part by c2 , it can be 
' " wr itten as c2 = c2 + c2 . The region R12 that is common t o R1 
' ' and R2 is thus bounded by c1 and c2 , while the region R1 +R 2 
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" " has the curve c1 +c 2 for its boundary , as s hown in Figure 2 . 
Let the values of some function ¢ be specif ied on the 
" " boundary c1+c 2 and ¢ in the r egion a1+a2 is to be determined 
such that ~ satisfies in t hi s r egion the functional equa tion 
L(¢ ) = O, where t he operator L is linear . I n the classical 
Dirichlet problem , L i s the Laplace operator . In other 
problems it may denote an integral or integrodifferen tial 
equa tion . 
An algorithm for t he solu tion of t he boundary-value 
problem 
f r om the solution of the corresponding boundary- value 
prob lems for the regions a1 and a 2 , can be constructed as 
fo llows : 
Determine in the region R1 the function u1 , which 
sa tisfie s the equation L ((/> ) = 0 and is such that 
" ul = F(s) on cl ' 
' = f (s) on , cl ' 
( 4 ) 
whe re f (s ) is assigned arbitraril y on cl . Having determined 
u1 , construc t in the r eg ion R2 the function v1 which satisfies 
the equation L(¢ ) = O and which assumes on c 2 the value s 
" vl = F ( s ) on c 2 
' = u1 ( s) on c2 
Nex t the solution u2 of L( ¢ ) = 0 i n R1 is determined such that 
" u 2 = F(s ) on cl 
' = v1 (s) on cl 
and then obtained the solution v2 of L{(P) = 0 in R2 , subjected 
to the condition 
v2 = F(s) 
= u 2 (s) 
" on C 2 
I 
on c2 
The successive approximations of this alternating 
14 
procedure would yeild two sequences of functions , {un} in R1 
and {vn} in R2 , such that 
" Un = F(s) on cl 
I 
= vn-l(s) on c1 
and 
" v = n 
F(s) on c2 
I 
= un(s) on c2 
If the solution of the equation L(¢ ) = 0 posseses suitable 
properties, the sequences {un} and {vn} may converge to u and 
v, respectively, with u=v in the common region R12 . Also , on 
II It 
t he boundary c1+c 2 of R1+R 2 the functions u and v assume the 
specified values , F(s) , and if they also satisfy the equation 
L(¢) = O , the problem (4) is solved . 
Whether this f ormal process would yeild the desired 
solution or not clearly depend s on the properties of the 
operator L and on the nature of assigned boundary value s . If 
L is the Laplace operator and F( s) is a continuous function 
defined on a suf f iciently smooth bounda ry of the regi on, 
th is process ac tually yeilds the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem. 
It was observed by Neumann that the Schwarz method can 
be modifi ed to yeild the solution of the Dirichlet problem for 
the domain R12 formed by the intersection of R1 and R2 , and 
15 
hence f or the doubly connected domains . The region R12 can 
b e considered as the intersection of the infinite region R1 
bounded by c1 with the finite region R2 interior to c2 • 
Now the alternating method of Schwarz can be made to 
yei ld the solution of the basic problems of elasticity for 
doubly connected regions . 
The operator L is given by the equation (3) 
and the boundary condition on c1+c2 by 
L { ¢ctJ/ x'ctJj - tj>ct) + t ( ¢'ctJj -r ( X'«tJj =Jct) ( 5) 
To obtain the first approximation ( <A / x," ) to ( ¢ / X. 1 ) 
the functions ¢,; X,' in R1 are determined , so that 
To get the second approximation ( ¢2 J x; ) , the solution 
in R2 is considered , such that 
For the third approximation , the solution is dete rmined in 
R1 , satisfying the condition 
= 
and so on . 
- L (~ J x;J/ 
/c:1. 
The use of this procedur e in constructing the approximate 
solution of special elastostatic problems in doubly connected 
domains is presented i n detail in [29] . 
II-3 . THE COMPLEX FUNCTIONS IN THE FORM OF COMPLEX INTEGRALS : 
The simply connected region can be mapped conformally into 
16 
a circular region, with the help of a suitable mapping function. 
Let it be 
The boundary condition at ' t ' will now be 
.fct; = 
CJ{t-) 
¢<tJ + /--""'.l 
l.d" (t:)/ 
From this equation it can be easily shown that 
provided that ¢(5) and XhJ are analytic at every point 3" outside 
f, including infinity . 
In case of multiply connected regions , the stress func tions 
¢c~,J and X. 1(£,) , with respect to the first origin o1 , analytic 
in the region z1 ~ a, and which satisfy the boundary condition 
where 
whe re 
i el 
t = a e , are determined by the equations 1 
/, (f,) 
t; - JZ, ( 6 ) 
I:!, (t,)J ~ + ~7T:. f, 17;51 ,IL, 
-e, - z, 
( 7) 
Similar equations can be wr itten for the second origin o2 
by changing the suffixes to 2 from 1 in the equations (6 ) and 
i92 (7) and to b from a . Now on c2 we have t 2 = b e 
These equations ,( 6) and (7), are similar to the equation s 
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(88.6) on page 324 of [29] and it may be noted equation (7) 
does not correspond to its counter part, because of a 
typographical error in [29] which is corrected herein. 
II - 4 . CAUCHY INTEGRAL THEORE MS : 
Integrals of the type which occur in equations (6) and 
(7) are called Cauchy Integrals . Simple formulas for several 
cases of these integrals are given below [3] . 
Let L be a simple smooth contour as shown in Figure 3 . 
Denote by S+ the finite part of the plate bounded by L, and by 
s - the infinite part of the plate bounded by points lying 
outside L. The positive direction of L will be chosen such 
that the regions+ lies to its left . 
Figure 3 - Simply Connected Region . 
i) Let f(z) be a function, single valued, holomorphic in S+ 
and continuous at S+ + L (region S+ and points on L), then 
I ./ T(f) d£" 
~ 7T .t' L ( t - Z ) 0 f o r z in s-. (8) 
ii) Let f (z ) be a function, holomorphic in s- including the 
point at i nfinity and continuous in s- + L. This means that 
fc~; = C - c; + C.z + · · · 
0 .i! ~:l.. 
and for sufficien tly large z , C0 =f(ro) , then 
lB 
/(t) de 
= -/(~) + /(oo) for z in s-. ( g ) 
iii) Let f (z) be a function, holomorphic i n S+, except for a 
finite number of singular points z1 , z 2 , ••• , zn in S+. If K1 , 
where 
K denote the residues of f (z) at these points , then 
n 
~j/r.c; ~.i! = k, + k.l. + · · · i- K 11 
27T-c L 
(10 ) 
m being the order of the pole at a point zp . 
III 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
Ftrst the solution is obtained starting from the hole 
of radius a , which is subjected to a uniform pressure 
distribution of p a l ong its boundary and the same problem is 
solved starting from the hole of radius b with pressure q . 
III-1. Commencing with the Stress Field Around a Hole of Radius a : 
If the infinite plate contains only one hole of radius 
a , with the uniform normal pressure p applied to its boundary 
then the stress functions describing the state of stress in 
t he plate can be written in the form : 
<A ( ~, ) = ¢0 ( ~I ) + ~I (fit! I ) } (11) 
where ¢0 c ~,) and -X0'c~,J are the stress functions describing 
the state of stress in unpenetrated plate and ¢0,C..?,) and Xc,;{2:,) 
are the functions holornorphic in infinite region and describe 
the effect of penetration. _ 
The functions ~(~1) and -x.;c-iiE,) are determined first 
and next the boundary function f 1 is found from equation (3) 
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and from the corresponding corrected boundary value . 
Substituting these into equations (6 ) and (7 ), the functions 
~1 c ;!",) and x0 : c~,) are obtained . With these values the 
f inal state of stress is calculated from equations (1) and (2) . 
(a) Determination of ¢,c~,) and X/c7E,) : 
For the unpenetrated plate the external force obviously 
vanishes and hence the stresses are zero , leading to the 
results , 
( 12) 
The pressure p can be decomposed into two rectangular 
a 
Figu r e 4 - Single Hole of Radius ' a ' . 
components as shown in Figure 4 
Ft = -p Cos &, 
~ = -p 5;,,, e, 
Under this condit ion the boundary stress f unction f can 
21 
be expressed as 
:f - ,(·/ { F, -,(· ~ ) e;/s 
.s 
= -)7 Ii (13) 
where t, =a e 
~·19; 
' 
the points on the boundary of the hole, 
and also 
(14) 
Substituting (13) and (14) into equation (6) and (7) the 
transformed stress functions are obtained as , 
and 
= 0 
p t'L:t. /_dt;_, __ 
.z 77"~ "/t, ( t, - ;!,) 
tZ:l I 
- ~cr-,J ii!, Q/ 
~I 
Putting (12), (15) and (16) into equations (11) the 
(15) 
(16) 
stress functions for the single hole case can be written as 
» r1 , r 2 , etc. integrals are evaluated in the Appendix B 
ana they are numbered in the same order in which they occure 
i~ t his Chapter . 
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¢,{-Rf:,) = 0 
x,' < 2,J (17) = -
(b) The Effect of Other Hole of Radius b: 
The stress function (17) are transformed from ori gin o1 
to the other origin o2 , the center of the larger hole of 
rad ius b, at a distance of c from o1 . The stresses along t he 
circle of radius b are then evaluated as the boundary 
condit ion f. Now , the corrected boundary value at r 2=b will 
be 
(18) 
"·~ 
where t.:1. = .t- e , the points on the boundary of the larger hole. 
Substituting these into equations (6) and (7) one can obtain 
" the stress functions X2eC~~) , which when added to 
the previous transformed st r ess functions ¢1:!1. CiE:1) and %,~ ( Z.:1..J 
give the second approximation to the solution of the problem. 
i) Transformation of co-ordinates: The transformation 
used is 
.z, = -2=..z + c (19) 
to transform (17) to o2 as shown i n Figure (5). 
Since the stress components are not altered by trans la-
tion, one can wri te 
t. e.,, 
The constants of integration and the purely imaginary 
--...._., 
\~k 
' 
' ' 
....... _ 
c -----
--
' 
' \ 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
,,,,,/ 
Figure 5 - Transformation of Co - ordinates. 
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constant which one might have added , are neglected a s they 
do not influence the distribution of stress . Hence we get , 
The other transformed stress function X;;cX§:z) is found 
out from the following formula 
------ (21) 
ii) The boundary value at radius b : 
Substituting the transformed stress functions given 
by ( 20) and (21) into equation (3) the corrected boundary 
~ - .4-.2. 
or t:z.=i-e~ and ~ = - can be obtained from 
ta. 
the equation (18), as 
and 
)la.z 
- - ~ t:z + ---,,-
c -r ..t. .a. 
t:z 
,J.2- )'a.z h =-?---+---
~ c f- t,2. 
iii) Corrected stress functions : 
24 
( 22) 
(23) 
Substituting the corrected boundary values from (22) 
and (23) into the equations (6) and (7) the corrected stress 
functions ¢~:lc~.2) and 'X~ c~,.) can be obtained as follows 
~.l;!.z) = 1-- I fa d~ ' / pa.tiz ·--~-~_a. __ -< 77~ · .Jr~- ra) - .z 77.e'-.J(cta_- ,t./'·J Cta.- fii!:l..} 
(24) 
pa2 f_dC._2 __ _ 
.Z TT~ :I { C .r ~) {fa. - :Z a.) 
?-~~ ~ + ,,ba~ ~ ,t.:l.. ~,.(~~) 
~TT.e ~...? ---..277 ~· {c-1-t:zJ ct2· ) ;i!_z .2:Z. 
16 + 17 + 18 + lg 
~~ ,.6 a.z,,t..t. 
= ~:;,. { c *"..z r- ,,6--.a; ..2. 
)>a.a. ~~J. ,Paa~4 (25) = c 
.2'.z ~.:l (c~..2 +#a) 
The stress functions with respect to the origin o2 are 
expressed as the sum of the transformed stress functions and . 
t he corrected ones and they are 
25 
and 
Substituting the equations (20 ) , (21) , ( 24) and (25) into 
the above expressions , the functions ~c Zz.) and Xa"' ( JZ:a.) 
are obtained as 
¢~c ~.2) - (26) 
and 
( 27) 
These functions are summarized in Group I of the Appendix A. 
(c) Boundary Condition Check at Radius b : 
In order to check the boundary condition at the hole 
with radius b , stress functions (26) and (27) are substituted 
i n to the equation (3) , which gives 
./ = 
~a:i. 
+ c 
:!ii! ~ / ""~ For the boundary value at r 2=b , putting ~ = '~ = ~e 
we get 
+ 
26 
+ 
c 
Simplifying this one can obtain 
(28) 
Thus the stress functions given by (26) and (27) satisfy 
the boundary condition at the bigger hole of radius b . 
III-2. Commencing with the Stress Field Around a Hole of Radius b : 
Now in the similar way t he problem is solved star t ing 
from the hole of rad ius b. 
Considering the infinite plate , containing only one hole 
of radius b with uniform normal pressure q applied along its 
Figure 6 - Single Hole of Radius b. 
boundary as shown in figure 6 and using the same method as 
27 
given in III-l{a), the stress functions describing the state 
of stress in the plate can be written as 
~(~.z) = 0 • 
(a) The Effect of Other Hole of Radius a : 
\ ... a. 
' ........ 
--
I 
I 
/ 
~---- c ----~ 
Figure 7 - Transformation from o2 to o1 . 
{29) 
Transforming the stress functions ( 29 ) to the origin o1 , 
the center of the smaller hole of radius a , at a distance of 
'-c' from o2 and using 
~ - ~I - C 
as the transformation , the transformed st r ess functions can be 
easily obtained as 
} { 30) 
;e, - c 
28 
Substituting these transformed stress functions (30) in t o 
equation (3) , the boundary value f , at r 1=a 
- a:z 
t, = t-, , can be obtained . The corrected boundary value is now 
given by 
fi 
- -
pt; 
- / 
-)t+ 'fp.a. 
- aa 
- -c t, 
(31) 
:/, a~ 7-,,t..a. and =-P- + t; t, -c ( 32) 
Substituting these corrected boundary values (31) and (32) 
i nto equa tions (6) and (7) the corrected stress functions 
~1 ( 2",) and ~1/ (/i!,) can be obtained as follows, 
= -
and 
= 
?~~ /_aft!;_/ --
.27T ~ ) {;.,~ - c) { f, - ;.e , ) 
~~:I. /_dC-._, ---
.R7T~· )(t., _c) (f;- 5¢,) 
(33) 
a:z. " 
- - ,,,( ( .E,) ~ yr, 
;c, ( t: ~' - a.%) .:e 
,.~//.. ~ t:Z~:l. 
C' .le, ( c JC, - a.£.)~ (34) 
The stress funct ions with re spect to the origin o1 are 
expressed as the sum of the transformed stress functions 
and the corrected ones, and they are 
and 
29 
Subs ti tu ting the equations ( 30) , { 33) and ( 34) into the abo ve 
expressions, the functions ~c~,) and Z,"C£;J are obtained as 
(3 5 ) 
and 
c 
,JC, C c :JC, - a .:t / J2 ( 36) 
These stress functions are summarized in Group II of Appendix A. 
(b) Boundary Condition Check at Radius a : 
In order to check whether the stress functions (3 5 ) and 
( 36) satis fy the boundary condition at the hole boundary of 
r adiu s a , they are put in the equation (3), which give s 
/' -
c 
For the boundary value at r 1=a , putt ing 
t he above we get 
(~, -c) 
..t' 6" 
ii!, = t, = a e in 
30 
c(ce_..·&?,_a"-) 
Simplying this one can obtain 
- f Tt. 
Thus the boundary condition at the smaller hole of radius a 
is satisfied as constant pressure p by the stress function s 
( 3 5 ) and ( 3 6 ) . 
I II-3 . FIRST AND SECOND APPROXIMATIONS : 
The symmetric stress functions g iven by the equations 
(17) and ( 29 ) are considered as the first approximation 
(Group III, Appendix A) . 
This approximation does not take into account the 
i n teraction effect of the second hole . The single hole solu-
tion for an infinite plate for the case of the two different 
holes is si mply added . This solution would be valid only 
if the distance be tween the two hole s i s fairly far . 
The stress functions given by (26) , (27) and (35), (3 6) 
a re cons idered as the second approximation (Group IV, 
Appendix A) . The solution obtained from these expressions 
gives fairly good results i n the vicinity of the corresponding 
hole . 
III- 4. THIRD APPROXIMATION : 
(a) Transformation : Now from the Group IV the 
second approximation for the hole of radius a is considered , 
i . e ., equations (35) and (36) , and their effect on the radius 
b will be found out after transforming them into the co - ordi-
nate system with respect to origin o2 • 
Transformation (19) is used for the following calcula-
tions . Using the transformation formulas for the rectilinear 
coordinates , it can be shown that 
= 
(37) 
c ( c 5i!",z + c .t<. - 4 :z.) 
and 
?-#~ + ,_a:1..#~ .(38) 
C (iif.z.+C)(C;/E.z.+C.:1.-a.a.) 
=----
{b) Effect of the Other Hole of Radius b : 
Substituting these transformed stress functions (37) and 
( 38) into equation (3) and the resulting boundary condition 
f into equation (18) , the corrected boundary value at r 2=b 
can be obtained as 
(39) 
32 
and 
~= 
( ~ + c} { c t.:1. + c :z_ t:2 .:t.) ,:/. (40) 
Putting these corrected boundary value s from equations 
(39 ) and (40) into (6) and (7) the corrected stress func t i ons 
can be obtained as follows : 
+ 
1-~4 ~~'t:.:1.{cc-,,._a.z.f·- 3a.2;.?J 
c { ,,,611.+ c !C.z.) + (c~a2.Js(c~~ ~~ (c~e:t.~} 
(41) 
'f tz'k1- ( ,b-' + c {[+ct.; +ca- aa} ~ 
+ ~?T~· {~ +c) (c~. + c!7:.. a2):zct-~ - ~~) 
,,t. 2.. / 
- -- f!J.u. C !7:.2.) ~ 
)czz f~~ :29-i::t.~./~c:L ~ a2~~ 
+ + + - --------
c c c C c :t._ a/1.) !5" ..t.z ( ..b ~ c !i:a) ,z. 
~# 6 ?-,#rca. / Cc2;..a 1..>~- ;'3a. ... ~J 
-------- + ~----------,------------~ 
iZa ( ,,b- ~+ c %;l.) ;z Cc=. 1::1:Zf'· f c_b"Z.. +Cc~ .:i. ... ;> ~.:z. j,z 5/Z,z 
(42) 
The third approximati on to the stress functions is 
given by the following expressions , from equations (37) , (38) , 
and ( 41 ) , ( 4 2 ) : 
(43) 
and (44) ; / X//:t c .;E..z ) + X..2:u ( ;!!.;(. > . 
These stress functions a r e summarized in Group V of 
Appendix A. 
(c) Boundary Condition Check at Radius b : 
Substituting from (43) and (44) i n to the equation (3 ) 
the s tress functions give the boundary condition f as 
I=-
c (c~ a:t.+c :Z,.z) 
/: 2 - ~ le -a.:z.. + c ~~) 
?,6.~c 2 { C c=a.:z...J~ ~ a-a.-4-a.f fi5:1... .29- t::t-a.A- 8c 3 ~;t 
cc~ a-:zy2. / c.-?" + cc.2:... a:J .ea. j~ {c~a.2:J:z.[c.b~cc2:.. a.~z~J$ 
,Pa:z. 
c 
2 ?- .::l2 ..t' ~.2 
CCc~?la../~ 
35 
ro evaluate the boundary value at the bigge r hole of 
in the 
above expression and simpl i fying , it can be shown that 
f'/ = - 'J- ~ -I ..t,i =.t-
(45) 
Thus the boundary condition at the bigger hole of radius 
b is satisfied as the constant pressure q by the stress 
functions gi ven by equations (43 ) and (44) . 
IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSI ON 
IV- 1 . STRESS FIELD DUE TO THE RIGID INCLUSION IN SINGLE HOLE : 
If a rigid circular disc of radius a+e 1 is inserted into 
a 6ircular hole of radius a in an infinite plate S , then the 
s 
Figure 8 - Hole and Inclusion . 
inclusion D will produce some pressure assumed to be uniform 
along the boundary of cont act . 
In this case the radial displacement in the plate can 
be written as[3] , 
and t, 
-
)a 
,!G 
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From this the pressure p can be expressed in terms of e1 as 
,); = .2~ G 
a 
Similarly if a rigid disc of radius b+e 2 is inserted 
in the infinite . plate having the hol e of radius b , then 
the uniform pressure produced by this inclusion can be 
written as 
,. -
IV- 2 . SINGLE HOLE SOLUTION : 
In order to obtain the stress field in an infinite 
(46) 
(47) 
pla te weakened by a circular hole of radius a and having the 
internal uniform pressure p , the stress functions from the 
equation (17) are substituted in e quations (1) and (2). 
Thi s follows, 
6,,.-t I + 6'11, = 0 1 
~ - ~I + ,2 ,e 'CA,01 .2 ~ a.z = I A..z 
'/ 
Hence ~I~ - 0 
J ,,,.b a~ ~ (48) and 0".111 - - ~ - -I A/l' (_;);l 
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The table 1 shows the r esul ts f rom the e quation (48) . 
Table 1 
Single Hole Solution . 
rl ~I:= - 6A, -
a 
1 . 0 1. 0 p 
1 . 25 0. 64 p 
1 . 5 0 . 445 p 
2 . 0 0 . 25 p 
3 . 0 0 . 111 p 
4 . 0 0 . 0625 p 
5 . 0 0 . 04 p 
10.0 0 . 01 p 
I V- 3 . F I RST APPROXIMATION : 
(a) Special Case : Stresses along the line FG , i . e . °' =O 
a nd ~ =n , are determined in this special case for the 
bigger hole radius b to be twice of the smaller hole r adius 
a , as shown in Figure 9 . The distance between the two holes 
i s var ied from 3 . 1 to 9 times the radius a . 
The stress fun ctions f rom the Group ( III) are substituted 
in e quations (1) and ( 2 ) to g ive t he following results in 
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the nondimensional form : 
t~, = 
- ~I p (49 ) - <-1):<. 
2":; 
-,,t/pl C'A.e~ 0 
6'~ == - 6',-i ,. (50) 4 (;~J ,z 
A, A',i 
£ G H 
-I 
Figure 9 - Special Case b=2a . 
Fo r a point x on the line FG 
Substitu ting this i n equation (50) , one can write 
(f),z ~ 
({ - :'Jz 
For the first approximation the two solu tion s a r e added , 
negl ecting the mutual eff ects of the two ho l es . Thus the 
stresses with respect to origin o1 are given by , 
40 
+ (51) 
Putting different values in equation ( 51) the tables 2 
and 3 are forme d . 
Table 2 
First Approximation , 
for 
rl 
a 
-1. 4 
-1. 2 
-1.0 
1 . 0 
1 . 1 
5 . 1 
5 . 3 
5 .5 
b 
- = 2 a and 
4 -
0.510 2 
0 . 6944 
1. 0 
1.0 
o. 8264 
0 . 0384 
0 . 035 6 
0.0331 
c 
a = 3.1 . 
-~ 
p + 
p + 
p + 
p + 
p + 
p + 
p + 
p + 
0 . 1975 q 
0 . 2163 q 
0 . 2380 q 
0.9070 q 
1.0 q 
1. 0 q 
0 . 8264 q 
0 . 6944 q 
for 
c rl 
-a a 
4 . 0 - 1 . 0 
1 . 0 
2 . 0 
6 . 0 
5 . 0 - 1 . 0 
1 . 0 
3 . 0 
7 . 0 
6 . 0 -1.0 
1 . 0 
4 . 0 
8 . 0 
7 . 0 - 1 . 0 
1 . 0 
5 . 0 
9 . 0 
Table 3 
First Approximation , 
b 
- = 2 a and 
ie = 
1 . 0 
1 . 0 
0 . 2500 
0 .0310 
1 . 0 
1. 0 
0 . 1111 
0 . 0210 
1. 0 
1 . 0 
0 . 0625 
0 . 0160 
1 . 0 
1 . 0 
0 .0400 
0.0130 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
c 
a varying. 
- i..1c. 
+ 0 . 1600 
+ 0 . 4444 
+ 1 . 0 
+ 1 •. 0 
+ 0 . 1111 
+ 0 . 2500 
+ 1 . 0 
+ 1 . 0 
+ 0 . 0816 
+ 0 . 1600 
+ 1 . 0 
+ 1 . 0 
+ 0 . 0625 
+ 0 . 1111 
+ 1 .0 
+ 1 . 0 
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q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
q 
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(b) General Solution: 
Le t x be any point , gi ven by w.r.t . o1 and 
w. r . t. o2 , then by s imple geometry as shown 
in the Figure 10 ( XN ~ o1o2 ), it can be shown that 
(52 ) 
I- N · I c 
Figure 10 - Simple Geome try . 
Using the equation (52 ) and the resul ts fro m the section 
(a) the stresses a r e obtained a s 
6~ = - 6,1c - (:)~ (53 ) 
Substituting for p and q from equations (46) and (47) thi s 
can be written in the nondimensional form as g iven be low : 
,{tP t,,.,_ 
-=--- ( 54 ) G G 
The numerical calculations are carried out by means of dig ital 
computer f or different values of rl , e1 , ~' e 1 , e 2 and ~· a 
IV-4 SECOND APPROXIMATION : 
(a) Special Case : Stresses along the line FG, Figure 9 , 
i . e . , e1 = O and e2 = n are calculated . Special case is 
taken into consideration for the calculations as b=2a. 
The stress functions from the Group IV are substituted 
in the equations (1) and (2) to g ive the following re sults 
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for e1=o and e2=n , which are arranged in nondimensional form. 
17 (;f-).z 
(~a-j):i 
'J- ) ( ;):l. 
- -- - -----(:J);. (;:. - ;).t 
, ( f J1.t(*):l- 3(~){ ;f) + 1j 
{;:),z ( ( ~.}( :') - I j ~ 
1 ff) 2{4r £J( :11J3-.zr:'l: :3(;)r-J:-J+I_) 
(})~ { (i) ( :_') - I j 3 
p (%/2/<(~}fl_ '3(j;)(:j;)-rl} 
(~).% {(j)( 4!-J - 1) 3 
( 55 ) 
(56) 
( 57) 
(58) 
f f:.a):l/~r p/( :_~f3- !lr~v:. ~{!-)(j;-J-r'} 
,,;,. ( ,59 ) 
r;9z f r;_J( ::; - 1  '.5 · 
From (55 ) and (58) the tangential stresses are calculated. 
is valid near the hole of radius a and 6'e..t near b. 
Both of them are mat ched at a certain point along FG. This 
gives a continuou s solution along PQ. 
Similar procedure is adopted for the radial stresses fro m 
( 56) and ( 59 ) • 
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Putting different values for the variables in the above 
equations, following tables are calculated • . 
It can be seen that the above equation s satis fy the 
particular case for on ly on e hole in the infinite plate . 
Substituting b = O in equations ( 55) and (56) and a = O 
in the equations ( 58) and (59) , it is observed that these 
equations reduce to (49) and (50) which are the results for 
the single hole solution . 
Table 4 
Se c ond Approximation , 
for c =4 . 0 , p = q , b I a = 2 . 0 . 
rl 6.9, 
- -a ,b 
- 2 . 0 0 . 4064 
- 1.5 0 . 6984 
- 1. 0 1 . 6400 
1.0 2 . 7 778 1. 4858 
1. 2 1.7372 1. 2719 
1.5 1 . 2622 1 . 2336 
1 . 6 1 . 2148 1. 2842 
1.8 1 . 2082 1 . 5064 
2 . 0 1 . 2937 2 . 0000 
1 . 1111 
0 . 7051 
0 . 4882 
6sz 
T 
- 1.5 
- 1.4 
-1 . 25 
- 1. 2 
- 1.1 
-1. 0 
1. 0 
1. 25 
1. 5 
~2 
b 
Matching 
point. 
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Table 5 
Second Approximation , 
for b/a = 2 . 0 a nd c/a vary ing . 
c c Point a b 
'$ ~ ( equivalent) {Fig . 9) 
3 . 1 1 . 55 E 1 . 0 p + 0. 9518 q -1. 0 p 
F 1.0 p + 3 . 628 1 q - 1.0 p 
G 3 .3058 p + 1. 0 q - 1 . 0 q 
H 0 . 1538 p + 1. 0 q 
-1. 0 q 
4 . 0 2 . 0 E 1 . 0 p + 0.6400 q -1.0 p 
F 1 . 0 p + 1. 7778 q - 1 . 0 p 
G 1 . 0 p + 1.0 q -1. 0 q 
H 0 . 1111 p + 1. 0 q -1. 0 q 
5 . 0 2 . 5 E 1 . 0 p + 0 . 4444 q - 1 . 0 p 
F 1 . 0 p + 1 . 0 q - 1. 0 p 
G 0 . 4444 p + 1. 0 q - 1 . 0 q 
H 0 . 0816 p + 1 . 0 q -1. 0 q 
6 . 0 3.0 E 1 . 0 p + 0 . 3265 q - 1 . 0 p 
F 1 . 0 p + 0 . 6400 q -1 . 0 p 
G 0. 25 00 p + 1.0 q -1. 0 q 
H 0 . 06 25 p + 1. 0 q -1.0 q 
7.0 3 . 5 E 1. 0 p + 0 . 2500 q - 1 . 0 p 
F 1 . 0 p + 0 . 4444 q - 1.0 p 
G 0 . 1600 p + 1. 0 q 
- 1. 0 q 
H 0 . 0494 p + 1 . 0 q 
-1. 0 q 
8 . 0 4.0 E 1 . 0 p + 0 . 1975 q -1 . 0 p 
F 1 . 0 p + 0 . 3265 q 
- 1 . 0 p 
G 0. 1111 p + 1 . 0 q 
- 1.0 q 
H 0 . 0400 p + 1 . 0 q 
-1. 0 q 
b B--
-a · 
-
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
Tab l e 6 
Maximum Tangential Stress f or b/a varying . 
Second Approximation . 
Maximum at r 1 = a . d = c - (a+ b ) . 
d=O . l d=0 . 5 d=l . O d=2 . 0 
1 . 0 p + 3 . 3058 q 1 . 0 p + 1 . 7778 q 1 . 0 p + 1 . 0000 q 1 . 0 p + 0 . 4444 q 
1 . 0 p + 3 . 5156 q 1 . 0 p + 2 . 250 0 q 1 . 0 p + 1 . 4400 q 1 . 0 p + 0 . 7347 q 
1 . 0 p + 3 . 6281 q 1 . 0 p + 2 . 5600 q 1 . 0 p + 1 .7778 q 1 . 0 p + 1 . 000 0 q 
1 . 0 p + 3 . 6982 q 1 . 0 p + 2 . 777 8 q 1. 0 p + 2 . 0408 q 1 . 0 p + 1 . 2346 q 
1 . 0 p + 3 . 7461 q 1 . 0 p + 2 . 9388 q 1 . 0 p + 2 . 2500 q 1.0 p + 1 . 4400 q 
1 . 0 p + 3 . 7809 q 1 . 0 p + 3 . 0625 q 1. 0 p + 2 . 4198 q 1. 0 p + 1. 6198 q 
1 . 0 p + 3 . 8 073 q 1. 0 p + 3 . 1605 q 1 . 0 p + 2 . 5600 q 1 . 0 p + 1 . 77 7 8 q 
~ 
Q) 
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(b) General Case : 
Substituting the stress functions given i n the Group IV 
in the equations (1) and {2) the stre sses can be calculated 
as follow s , 
fr om ( 1) : 
Putting 
in the above express ion and simplifying one can get, 
~I r ~I 
Now let us put 
and 
Substi tut ing these notation in the above expression and 
ra tionalizing , one can obtain 
And. from ( 2 ) : 
• /~ .it>? ~ :I..) ~ c ~ a2-.v e {A,, - a 
....Jt, Cc ;;:, - a.::z.) ~ 
.z ~.#..z e 2 ~·tP, 
(:Z, - c )~ 
+ 
(60) 
(61 ) 
(62 ) 
( 63) 
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Substituting for z1 from (60) , then simpl i fying and ration-
alizing , it can be obtained as , 
2 a 2, 
-1- )!- tz~ ,,# c {E Cos~ + F S t'n&,)(A; - a ,; 
..Z 1-~2 ( C Cos.<~ + J) ..5/n .Zt91) 
{C:2+IJ2.) 
A, { E 2 +F.z) 
.t, 
-2 ~a~ 4 
A,~ l /1 a.+ .82 ) 
-4 ~ cz2k 2 c ( E .51~ t9, - F Cos 6', ) (A,~- a 2J 
A, {E~ + F 2 } 
..t 1-.,?Y C: S,.?, .2~ - :J) Cos .2 ~) 
( c:~ ])2.) (64) 
where A and B are gi ven by (61) and (6 2 ) respectively and 
E = 
Separating the real and imaginary parts of equation (64 ) 
two equation s can be obtained and with the third equation 
(63) the three stresses can be determined as follows , 
~ = / 
. .2 ~ a~2c CA,~ a:z..J ( E Cost5'1 + F S1?d9/) 
A, ( E-<+ F~ 
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+ 
?,.1-.t·[C: Cos- .219; +.]) S/:.,.,.<~J ;i-a~2,.fpA,~-ra~..) 
(C:1.+J).:z.) + .A/2 {/la+ B~ , (65) 
~/ -
C'A,61, = -
+ 
_:z ~ a~ac ( E ...f/~&t -,t:" Cos&,) l h,2.- a'Z..) 
A,(Ee+F,%.) 
:t ~ ,.1- ( C .)/;,, ~ ~ - ..J) Cos ~t91) 
(C'2+]) :Z..J 
jta~~~g 
A, 1L[4.:?;.. 23~ 
(67) 
The above results can be put in the non dimensional form 
b y dividing the four terms of equations (65) and (66) respec-
tively by a 2 , a 13 , a 4 , a 10 and the three terms of equation 
(67) by a 13 , a 4 and a 10 respectively . These equations are 
solved by computer and whil e prog raming the notation given 
in the Nomenclature (I-3) is used . Thus the equations ( 65) , 
(66) and (67) will now reduce to the following . 
,82.{ C:P Cos <&t -r .J>,P S/;.,, <~,} 
(C,.02+ J>,P~ { 69) 
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"-A1t!1 == - -----------------
-.,,....- [ .2 8:1..C (Ep S1~~ - ,cp Cost9,) ( R~;J 
,,4? { £/?:1.. + FP:1..) 
B:z.(c,.o ..>t?, -<.&/ - DI' Cos .<t9,) _ .8 "- (BP) ] <J-,, ( 
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) 
(C:P :z.+ l>Pa.) ,£~(" /?P:z.+EPa.) 
where in terms of the computer prog ram no tat ions , 
c? 2 :2. -f- c ~ - ,R :z ._5/,;,. '2.&, Cos~ - ,,e Co.s ~ - -<c£ I 7 
~f' 
-
~ £ 2 514' t9, Gs &, --2c£ .51-4, ~ ,, 
El' 
-
c3 ,,e3 Cos3t9, 
- I +J'c,e Cos~ - 3 c:z..e2 Cos-2~ 
Similarly from the other two stress functions the results 
with respect to the orig in o2 can be obtained as , 
66',, = 10~7 <j. _ f- ~/1.:z.Cc-,A?2:....1) CwP Cos~+ XP .J/;,.,~) 
..., ~ j ,R {WP~+ X,.0.11..) 
_ /l .z. { OP Gs ..2 61 + VP .5/?1 :Z~ ) _ /?~(.5/V (..C,.€2...+ 1) ] f ,, ( 7 1 ) 
(l/P,. + vP'") ,R"'"(" .5/:?~ T.Pa.) 
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_ 11.z{l/,P ~s..?&-2 +VP .s/:n <~) _ ,42(5/J.J (< £~ 1)] f .J ( 7 ) 
(OP2:rvp 2 ) £~("SP::L+ rp:J 
/l(t7,P ~.:,., <6'.a. - V,.O Cos..Z &2) 
C VP :z. + V ,P-:_) 
_/l_::i_c_r_,.o J ___ ] /' , ( 7 3 ) 
,e'- ( SP2:.r- r.P2:J 
where in terms of the computer program notations, 
+ .?c£ GscP~ , 
V,.O 
Equations (68) through (73) are programmed to g ive the 
stresses at different points when the distance c is varied 
f or the case of b=2a ,i. e ., B=2 . 0 or A= 0 . 5 . The variation of 
stress distribution along rad ial direction are plotted . A 
sample of the computer prog ram is gi ven in Appendix C. 
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IV- 5 . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: 
(a) Single Hole : 
Table 1 shows the results from the equation (48 ) which 
are symmetric in any direction with respec t to the center of 
the hole, because onl y one hole is considered . 
It is clear from equation (48) that the radial and 
tangential stresses dec rease as r /a increases . 1 From 
table 1 it can be observed that for the case of two unequal 
circular holes with uniform internal pressures , if the two 
holes are apart more than or equal t o a distance of five 
times the radius of bigger hole , their effect on each other 
can be neglected for all Engineering problems , as then the 
error wi ll only be of 4 % or less . 
(b) First Approximation : 
From equation (51) and tables 2 and 3 the following results 
are observed : 
i) Maximum stress concentration occures at the points 
For G depending upon the pressures (Figure 9 ). 
ii ) As the distance between the two holes increases the 
effects of pressures p and q on other edge , i . e ., G and F 
respectively, decreases . 
iii) When b>a the effect of q on the edge F is more 
than that of p on G and as the ratio b/a increases the 
effect of q on F increases . In other words , if b>a the 
maximum stress concentration for p=q will occure at the 
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inner edge of the smalle r hole , i . e ., at F . 
(c) Second Approximat ion : 
In the following d i scussion the effect s of the pressures 
p and q are either treated separately or when they are 
combined then p=q is assumed . Otherwise the stresses 
depend upon the values of p and q , which in tern depend 
upon the hole radii a and b and the differences in radii of 
inclusions and holes , i.e . , e1 and e 2 • 
From equations (55 ) , (56 ), (58) and (59 ) and the tables 
4, 5 and 6 follow ing observations are made : 
i) As the two holes come closer the maximum stress 
concentration of the tangen tial stresses at the inner edge 
of the smaller hole increases . 
ii ) As the two holes come closer stresses along the line 
FG increase rapidly whereas the eff ect is not significant 
beyond the points E (along e1=n ) and H ( a long e2=o ) . 
iii) As b is greate r than a the effect of q on the ed ge 
F is more than that of p on G. Hence the tangential stress 
concentration is at the point F . 
iv) As the ratio b/a increases the maximum stress 
concentration for the tangential stresses also increases . 
v) For the case of b =a the results wi t h re spect to 
the two orig ins o1 and o2 are found t o be symmetric . 
vi) Fi gures 17 , 18 , 19 , 20 , 21 and 22 show the stress 
distribution of the tangen tial st resses around the two holes . 
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They also show the change i n st r ess distribution with respect 
to the change in the pressure ratio p/q or the radii of 
inclusions . 
vii) The shear stress along the line of symmetry , passing 
through the points E , F , G and H ~ is zero . 
~iii ) Figures 27 and 28 show the stress dist r ibution of 
the radial and shear stresses around the edge o f the two holes . 
These stresses should be of the magnitude p or q and zero 
respectively , but they do not satisfy these condition s exactly . 
However , these figures clearly show that the second approxi -
mation is fairl y c~ose t o the exact solution . 
Recommendations : 
1 . The third approximation may give closer solution 
to the exact form[27]. 
2 . With the similar approach of successive approximation 
to the complex stress f unct i ons by the Schwarz ' s Alternating 
method, following problems may be tackled: 
i ) Infinite plate with three or multi holes . 
ii) Inclusions with uniaxial or biaxial stresses at 
the infinity . 
iii) Inclusions of elliptic shape, square shape or 
any arb itrary shape. 
[l] 
[ 2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[ 5 J 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
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Append ix A 
THE GROUPS OF STRESS FUNCTIONS 
GROUP (I): From equations (17), (20), (21), (24) and (25) , 
the results starting from smaller hol~ of radius a are put 
together in this group, as given below : 
</>, ( ;c,) - 0 . 
_, paL x, (ft,) = - -~I • 
o. 
/; a..:t.. 
{Z:i.+c) 
,ba~i 
===- ~~~~~-
c ( C Z:t. + -6-.%. ) 
1 ,1..2 ) tz.1. ,/~ 
z.:l Z.,.(c ~i- ,,t,:J.:L 
GROUP (II)~ From equations (29 ), {30), (33) and (34) , the 
results starting from bigger hole of radius b are put together 
in this group, £s given below: 
¢.v (;c,) - o. 
/ 
xk'I ( ii!-1) -
C' :l.J~ ~' (cZ,-a 
/ ,_,1.:i. 
v (Z.t)= --- · 
/1-:t. Z..z 
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GROUP (III): The First Approximation : 
From Groups (I) and (II) the first approximation to the 
stress functions can be written as 
</J,(Z 1 ) = 0 . 
, pa% 
x, ( fC I ) = - -- · z, 
¢.z ( ~..z) - 0. 
GROUP (IV): The Second Approximation : 
From Groups (I) and (II) the second approximation to the 
stress functions can be written as 
¢, (JC I) ,. a. .2..,,6..1. r/J z C~.z) = 
,b aa.,,t,~ 
--
c (c;:, - a:1.) c {c ft2 +ka..J 
I ,.~,2. 1-k-2. ,, ,P a.z )' a.z. 
')(., (Z,) =- X..i ( ~2.) =- + ~, -c c Z,.z +c c 
GROUP (V) : The Third Approximation: 
From equations (33 ), (34 ), (37 ), (38), (41 ) . and (4 2 ) the 
results starting from smaller hole of radius a , as the third 
approximation to the solution of the stress func tions are 
put together in this group , as given below : 
" ,6a::z. ,,_,,t.2 xc~,)=-- --
II fi!!1 C 
- -- - ~--------- + 
n. 1"" a II.~ :i 
YI. ( .i!!.l) = - --------//fl. 
c (c z~ + cz_ a.~) 
X ; ,,/J a. ..t. //.'l. ( !Z.z) = - ---
li!!-:z. + c c 
?- aL_b%. 
+ ------------( ~~ + C) (C ;!!~ + C.%.- a.a.) 
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Appendix B 
EVALUATION OF THE COMPLEX INTEGRALS 
l ] Il ,6 .! f, t:f L, = = 
.27U f, - Z 1 
0 a s tl is a f unction analytic 
everywhere . Using Eq. ( 8 ) • 
2] I2 jJ a :z. f. t/Ii = 
.Z. 7T -L. t, ( t, - Z1) 
= ~ ( de, {i+ ft.)+ /t._1~ · 1 fd"5+. ·} .z71~ J i, t, t~, <z.1 (-..?,; . 
The expan sion is posible because (t1/ z1 ) < 1 . Putting 
it can be determined that only the f irst 
term of the se r ies leads to a certain value and the remaining 
terms are zero. This fo llows 
:z. .?.Ir 
,6a2. pa I I2 = -277.G, /&1, = --
.P, 
0 
.ur 
3} I3 /;a;. ~I /JV -~·~A o. = 
- .2 7T ~· t:F" - -.z,,. e ~ -
I 
" 
4} I 4 = O. Similar to I 1 . 
I . / ,6 a 2 /:z dt".2. 5 } I5 = - .27T-t·"_J t-c~ -,,D-2 ) {t:l.- Z~) 
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I = - . I- - + - - - + · · · dL".:. .Paz/; 1 { ~-6-~ (;k.2.).Z ~k:1..J~ j 5 2'7T'~c rt.2.-Z.a) · ct.z.) cf~ ct.a. .z 
The expansion is posible because ~~> t.z and ,,?:l.. < 1 ( .· c >-lrJ. 
ct~ 
(; .# .l.) fr ,6.:1..) .2. -6-~ 3 j(~.z) =[1- - + - - /-)+. ·} 
C' ii!.z c :Z..z. ( -("" ~~ 
and /rooJ = I . 
/(~~) is analyt ic ins- . Hen ce from equa tion (9 ) one can wri te 
pa..L[ fc ,t-:1.. J (; ,,&-"")~ J 
-- -I+ - - --+···+/ c c ~:2. c ~:l. 
= 
6} I6 
,. ,,t_.2. 
Similar to I2 . = ~.z 
7} I7 ,b tL-;-; dC.z. = 
,,Z 71" ,c,' cc + t:1.) ( f:z. - Z.z) 
= - )l ~,%. ( dt".z. {1 - tz. + (-ty:z_ .. j 
.zrr ~c ./Ct.a. - ~.t.J c c 
I, f:t, t_/-, ~~ + etc . are anal yt i c i n S • Hence from Eq . (8) one 
can write 
I7 = o. 
8} I8 = 'lkj- ~ = o. Similar to I3 . .trr~ · 4..t 
9 } I9 = 
)a}; td.z 
.:Z7T~· f.z(C +f.z) 
J. .a.~ ~ 2. /"'a I I f~ l:i. 
= . Ir -- + ~ - - + · · · 1 dt".z .2.7T~C ~ C C c'6 _/ 
Second , third a nd all other higher or der terms in t 2 are 
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analytic in S+ and hence from equation (8) they will not have 
any contribution towards the integration . Hence substituting 
.i6':z. ~=..te , it can be shown that 
I = pa~ j tl-t.z = 
9 ,Zff.iC f,,r, 
10} r10 = o. Same as r1 . 
11} = - ',t..2. !--#._, ---
.z 77,ic /S-_ 1 1 <t:-~J (C~1 / I I 
= j ott"; 
. . ( t, - z,J 
-j [from equation (9). 
12} 
;z, 
Same as r 2 . 
13} </'#~I ~ = - :vr ~·Ji t-.-,-_-c_)_C_t-._,-_-Z-,-)- = o. Similar to r7 . 
14] r14 = O. Same as r8 . 
15] r15 = 9P_ ;:._ ~ ~TT .. ~:./t,(t,-c) 
.2 
= ~,,t . Simila r to r 9 . c 
jJ a.x../; dt'..z 
16 J I 16 = - .2 77 ~· (-~-:i..-+_c_)_{_f .z ___ Z_.z _) 
t'.a 
= - C {C .2"..z +,,t."') Similar to r11 • 
17} r17 = o. Same as r4 . 
20 } 
21 } 
22 } 
23} 
24 ) 
' K 2 
= _k 
Cha.. 
t.;1.~--­c .. _ a.a. 
= 
1 20 
1 21 
1 22 
1 23 
He re 
1 23 
1 24 
aa. ( c:t_ a-z.) { c .$-2 + (c2;.. a!'1·) _z-2 ) 
. . 
+ 
9-k'f 
c~k~ 
(C:Z._ a,2.) {c .,6.2 + (C~ a!L) JC.zj /;! 
1- c~~ {re~ a-&J~ :3 a.~.b-~ 
=------- + a. 
c {c ~:1.. + ,,t.a..J (C'Z._a}'-) 3 { c.b + Cc2- a.~ fe.:t} 
+ 
<J-aac~~ 8 
(c~ a-a) 3 { c..b-a. +cc"=- a:z.J Je..z. J :Z 
= o. Sarne as I4 . 
= o. Sarne as I7 . 
= o. Sarne as Il . 
~a~2 /; ta. ~ 
= -
.Z7T ~·c <c"'--a..~ {tz+ c#a..) ( t:z. - ~.z) 
ca._ a.a. 
f {t2 ) has a pole i n side s+ at t= _ c.ka. 
I c2;..a,a. 
.2 fr~~:~) 1- a.2.k ~ = ~7T~· (c~a":I.) c ,,1;.:t. ta~-
c~ a.a. 
?- a11.~~ 
- - {c~'" + cc2.__ a2) Za.} cc'"--a2 ) 
~.#.t. 
to I 2 . = - -· Similar 
Z2 
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Hence , 
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18} 
= - :z?T,:ca;;~a~)/{t-c~:~ + {-;~';L1~ + ··Jc~~~) 
The expansion is posible because c fa. < I , s ince 
cf:.a. 
=------
and (c+o.J>c and (c-a..J>lt-.z/. 
c"-_ a.,._ (C +4} (C - a.) 
~~ etc . are all analytic ins+. Hence from the 
equation (8) one can write 
19} 
Here f (t 2) has three poles. 
i ) at t-...oo which is ins- . 
~~ + k~ ii) at 12 =-- which is in S ; because c>..6-, - <k. c c 
iii ) at f:i..=- c~i which i s of Second order and in S+ ; 
because (c+a.J>c and cc-a.J>-k , 
+ Integrating inside the r egion S one can write 
C (' C~- a.a.Ja. [ k, +1<.zJ 
where K
1 
and K2 are the residues at the Second and Third poles 
as stated above. 
.t. .z} 
+ c ,,6. fa. 
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25} 
= fa~.:1.1 { c~ .+ r .t.'"+c2.- a 2 J "t..z + c.bJ ~ 
.tTT.t· ct1. t..t. (~+c) {t2 + c;-a~~ Cf.z-Z,e) 
Here f (t 2 ) has four poles, of which only one is inside 
S+ , at t 2 = 0 and other three are in s - region. Hence 
integrating inside s+ , one can write from equation (10) 
26 } 
27} 
28 } 
'I a:z.k.% ~ r { c ~/l + { ..6fl.+c2.__ a.~) 4 + c .t-j 7 
c;. tz--o L (t.z. + c) {t:l. + c~ a}') /l C t:2. - ~a.) J 
= (c2.- a2.)~ ~a 
pi::i.Z 
126 = -c- · Same as r9 • 
= 
Th . . . bl b c ,6..x. e expansion is pos1 e ecause < 1 
~(c~a~ 
and (c-a.);r..t.. 
Hence (c+(;(./>-a. I /t.z/=1-. Only t he firs t term in the expansion 
will have the contribution toward s the integration. Now putting 
~ ~= ,?e" one can obtain, 
= 
29} r 29 = o. Same as r8 . 
30} 
= - 9-a 24-~ ( ( c -f;z.e + r...6-:i.+c:z.- a~~+ ckJ dr,.z 
.zrr~·c~ -_;-~ 2 (f.a +c) ( ~ + c:;-a1) Z 
8 5 
Here f (t 2 ) has four poles, of which only one lies 
i nside S+, at t 2 = O and it is of second order . The other 
t hree are . in s- reg ion . Hence integrating inside S+ reg ion 
one can write from equation (10) , as follows 
= -
t~-o 
;Z ~a~~~ 
= 
C ( c JZ._ a a) '25 
Al l t he abo ve i n tegrals are checked b y two di f fe r ent 
met hods , one s integrat i ng outside t he r eg i on S+ and ne xt 
integr ating ins ide . The y are f ound to be same by both t he 
methods . 
Appendix C 
COMPUTER FORTRAN PROGR AM FOR TANGENTIAL STRESSES 
/I D 24500525 VIJAY tiKADGAONKER SECOND APPROXIMATI ON 
/ JOB GO, MAP , TIME=02 
/ FTC LIST , REF 
C TH IS PROGRAM IS FOR THE SECOND APPROXIM ATION TO THE 
C SOLUTION OF THE TANGENTIAL STRESSES WITH RESPECT TO 
C THE SMA LLER HOLE OF RADIUS A. 
B=2 . 
EA=0 . 01 
EB=0 . 02 
PI=3 . 1416 
CM=l . +3 .*B 
CO=l . 5+B 
C=l . l+B 
WRITE (6 , 10 ) 
10 FORMAT ( lHl ~ ' SECOND AP PROX IM ATION ' , lOX , ' TANST W.R . T. A') 
20 ANG=O . O 
ANGT=2 . * ANG 
30 R=l . 
RMO=C -B 
8 7 
4 0 AP= { ~ C )* ( R* R) * ( ( COS ( ANG ) ) ** 2 ) + 1 . - ( C* C) * ( R* R) 
l * ({ S I N( ANG ) )** 2 )- 2 .*C* R*COS ( ANG ) 
BP=2 .* ( C* C)*( R* R)*COS ( ANG)*S I N{ANG )- 2 .*C* R* S I N(ANG ) 
CP= {R* R)* ( ( COS ( ANG ))** 2) + ( C* C)- ( R* R)* (( S I N ( ANG ) )** 2 ) 
1 - 2 .* C* R* COS ( ANG ) 
DP=2 .*( R* R)* S I N{ANG )* COS ( ANG )- 2 .*C* R* SIN ( ANG ) 
EP= ( C**3 )* ( R** 3 )* ( (COS ( ANG ) )** 3 )-1. +3 .* C* R* COS (ANG ) 
1 - 3 . * ( C* C )* ( R* R )* ( ( COS ( ANG ) ) ** 2) +.3 . * ( C** 3 )* ( fl** 3 ) 
1 * ( ( S I N ( ANG) ) ** 2 ) * COS ( ANG ) +3 • * ( C* C) * ( R* R) 
1 * ( (SIN ( ANG ) )** 2 ) 
FP=3 .* ( C** 3 )* ( R** 3 )* ( ( COS ( ANG ) )** 2 )* SIN ( ANG ) +3 .* C* R 
1 * SIN ( ANG )- 6 .* (C*C)* ( R* R)* SIN ( ANG )* COS ( ANG ) 
1 -(C** 3 )* ( R** 3 )* ( (S I N ( ANG ) )** 3 ) 
TANSTP=l . / ( R* R) 
U= ( 2 .* (B* B )* C* ( R* R- 1 . )* ( EP* COS ( ANG ) +FP* S I N ( ANG ))) 
1 / ( R ( EP* EP +FF* FP ) ) 
V= ( (B* B )* ( CP* COS ( ANGT ) +DP* SIN ( ANGT ) )/( CP* CP+DP* DP ) 
W= ( (B* B )* ( AP )* ( 2 .* (Hll- R) +l . ) )/( ( R* R)* ( AP* AP+BP* BP )) 
TANSTQ= {-U+V+W ) 
TANs r 2= ( 2 ·* EA* TANSTP ) + ( ( 2 ·* EB* TANSTQ) / B ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 5 0) TANSTP , TANSTQ, TANST2 , C , ANG , R 
50 FORMAT ( ' TANST1 = ', F8 . 4 ,' X P + ', FB . 4 ,' x Q'' 
1 5X,' TANST2= ' , F8 . 4 , 5X ,'C= ', F5 . 2 , 5X ,' ANG= ', F7 . 4 , 
1 5X ,' R= ',F5 . 2 ,/) 
IF(ANG-0.0)11 , 11 , 12 
11 IF ( R-RM ) 1 , 22 , 22 
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21 IF(R- RM0 ) 31 , 32 , 33 
31 R=R+O. l 
GO TO 40 
32 R=R+2 .*B 
GO TO 40 
33 R=R+0 . 5 
GO TO 40 
12 IF( R- RM ) 41 , 22 , 22 
41 R=R+O . l 
GO TO 40 
22 IF( ANG - PI ) 51 , 52 , 52 
51 ANG=ANG+ (PI/6 . ) 
GO TO 30 
52 IF{C-C0 ) 61 , 62 , 6 2 
61 . C=C+0 . 9 
GO TO 20 
62 IF(C - CM ) 71 , 72 , 7 2 
71 C=C+l . O 
GO TO 20 
7 2 STOP 
END 
/END 
